CEO Mentor
Impartial guidance &
wise counsel

Exclusively for CEOs, COOs, and those being groomed for top positions, our CEO Mentor program offers
impartial guidance, experience, and outside perspective to leaders at the highest levels of organizations.

Our
CEO
Mentors
Daniel Harkavy

Jeff Pinneo

Tom Brewer

Jerry Baker

Raymond Gleason

What Is A CEO Mentor?
A CEO Mentor is a former executive who offers guidance and advice to a select number of
high-level leaders, sharing insights and wisdom from many years in top roles.

Who Is Right For CEO Mentorship?
▶ Leaders

who want to connect their passion with purpose and make a significant impact on their organization.
▶ Leaders who want a confidential and objective sounding board to navigate the corporate politics and pressure.
▶ Leaders who want to grow their strategic clarity and executive presence.

Who Are Building Champions’ CEO Mentors?
Our CEO Mentors are role models who have been in senior-level positions and who can give genuine advice based on
true-life experience. They have effectively navigated the types of situations you’re facing and can help you do the same.
They truly care about their clients and their businesses. Drawing from both their successes and failures, our Mentors use
their wisdom to help you solve problems, and they are passionate about helping you move from success to significance.

Learn more at BuildingChampions.com/CEOMentor or contact us 503.670.1013

CEO Mentor
Key Aspects
Broadened executive perspective
Guidance to avoid costly mistakes
Confidential outside advice and counsel
Greater strategic clarity
More aligned team
Increased passion for role
Greater results

“A CEO Mentor is a confidant who understands and
can relate to the pressures of leading an organization.
My mentor provides an unbiased perspective on
relevant issues facing myself and my leadership team.
Because of his sound advice and counsel, I now have
clarity in what next steps I need to take to improve my
leadership and influence.”
—James MacPherson, President, Academy Mortgage

“My CEO Mentor is a great sounding board. He’s
outside my environment, but engaged to care about
my and our company’s success.”
—Teresa Whitehead, CEO of Citywide Home Loans

Annual Investment = $100,000
Benefits of CEO Mentor
A dedicated CEO Mentor who provides you with a concierge-style mentoring relationship to fit your demanding
schedule with up to 7 in-person meeting days.
Direct access to a successful former Executive with practical
experience and expertise from years of leadership.
Guidance in areas such as P&L Leadership, Business Turnaround, Strategic Vision, Global Business Management,
Operational Excellence, People Development, and Revenue
Growth.
An independent outsider to guide you through Board relationships in order to help you minimize corporate risk, promote
shareholder values and improve your competitive advantage.

What CEO Mentor Includes
An initial 1.5 day in person, one-on-one session with your
CEO Mentor reviewing numerous proven assessments and
leadership tools.
A 2.5 day deep-dive at your corporate office focusing on
self, team, and company assessments.
A 1.5 day, in person, 6-month inflection point meeting
to review progress and determine top priorities for the
following 6-months.
Additional 1.5 day in person if determined needed by both
parties at any point in the one-year relationship.
Ten 1-hour monthly telephone sessions with your CEO
Mentor, ongoing email/text correspondence and conciergelevel communication.

A 360 feedback assessment and other in-depth diagnostic
personal and professional assessments.
Learn more at BuildingChampions.com/CEOMentor or contact us 503.670.1013

